
 
 
 

 

 

Facelift for Inspection Pipes 
 

Modification of all inspection pipes with round opening 

 
So far, the round inspection pipes have had completely 
circular covers, which were flat on the outside. Seen from the 
inside, the inspection pipe formed a depression in the wall of 
the down pipe – in accordance with the standards and proven 
over decades.  

However, even proven products can be optimised. At 
individual customers' suggestion, Düker modified the cover 
shape so the inside contour of the pipeline is as smooth as 
possible. Now it is completely impossible e.g. for a 
smartphone that fell into the toilet to get caught here and to 
cause an obstruction. At the same time the smooth inside 
contour can further optimise acoustic protection. 

The sealing is now neatly chambered. This ensures the 
necessary tensioning of the sealing without exceeding its 
elasticity limits – for higher performance and life expectancy of 
the sealing and guaranteed leak tightness even at higher 
pressure rates.  

From December 2016, the production of Düker inspection 
pipes with round opening of all diameters and coatings will be 
changed to the new version. This applies to standard 
inspection pipes, but also to all bends and branches with 
round inspection openings.  

The item numbers of the complete inspection pipes will not 
change. After the existing stocks of the previous version have 
been used up, you will automatically receive items of the new 
type. 

 

 

If the cover of an "old" inspection pipe needs to be replaced, the new cover cannot be used! 
Therefore, covers and sealings for the "old" inspection pipes with round opening will still be 
available as spare parts. Please use the following item numbers for your orders: 

Inspection 

complete 
fitting 

previous version new version 

pipe round spare 
parts 
set 

single item numbers* spare 
parts 
set 

single item numbers* 

  DN cover sealing bolt nut cover sealing bolt washer nut 

SML 

50 669580 212565 665324 100822 

100820 510022 

669581 665336 100822 

100820 511524 510022 

70 669583 212566 665334 100821 669584 665332 100821 

70 
SF 669640  - 665354 795926 669584 665332 100821 

80 235166 236141 236138 236139 235169 236143 236139 

100 669586 212567 665344 100722 669587 240737 100722 

MLK- 
protec 

50 239275  - 239340 100822  - 665337 100822 

70 239276  - 239422 100821  - 665333 100821 

80 239277  - 239342 236139  - 239354 236139 

100 239248  - 239295 100722  - 239651 100722 

*The single item numbers represent one piece each. Of bolt, washer and nut, two pieces are required per cover.  
Please order accordingly! 
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